
Shane Honakan - HD 51 


1)  I’m a musician since I was 16, self employed and want to better myself and my friend.  
Mainly rock - hired gun, so I will do whatever needed.    Ive lived-in D51 my whole life. This 
came up after recent events of violence in schools, I felt personally effected as I am not far 
removed from those students and have brothers and sisters it could have happened to.  I 
wanted to be in position to increase safety for the children.  I’ve thought more about how 
Ive born and raised here and worked so hard.  Neighbors not in good shape… but down 
the road in Viera everything seems beautiful.  Because I have no experience, I have no 
corruption or conflict, I think I can work for the community and represent the people not 
interests.  I feel I can meet with people there credibility.  


1) Bill to clean up IRL shot down but build new racket court in viera. 

2) Biz community.  My dad has business here, so I would like my family and friends to do well. 

Want to see hometown flourish.  Dad biz?  General labor - lays tile, handiwork, contractor.  
Works on hands and knees for living and know he cant do that forever, would love to seem 
manage a crew. 


3) Healthcare?   Had a spinal tap at 22, and hear other stories from other people, but it was 
more serious than initial diagnosis. Wuestoff got it wrong, not until Cape Canaveral got it 
right and treated…. I don’t know what that means in terms of all of healthcare. I didn’t have 
health insurance and they still helped me and they still did it.  I don’t know what we can do 
to make it more accessible to all people, affordable. Don’t have expeience here.


4) education.  I dont think so.  Teachers asked to fund their students learning.  When I was in 
school had access to programs at edgewood.  I think all kids deserve opportunities and 
always comes down to funding - if we had more access to healthy outlets would see less 
violent behaviors and unproductive problems.  


5) Infrastructure?   No one course we do not.   There are plenty of intersections just getting 
here are not managed well.  I don’t have solutions, but I’m sure we can find people to work 
on them and make all the places nice.  Seems some (viera) nice, but others ignored. 


6) Private property rights -  balance with environmental concerns.    Important to protect 
certain parts of history culture and envioronment.  Depends on location and whats 
surrounding it.  Is it marketable location.  Weigh out what is in there, mosquito v turtle.  
Based on location and whats there. 


7) SOL tax - I wasn’t engaged 2016, but I would be in favor of something like that. Should 
prioritize water and fish over some company making money.  We don’t want a flint Michigan 
thing here…  side bar.  


8) Home rule?  Try my best to keep everyone in their own personal space - there has to be 
some regulations put in place - but know from watching dad grow his business.  If you 
know what doing can grow, but if they don’t don’t.   I don’t have good answer for that. 


1) Beach access?   I don’t think that sounds right at all… doesn’t belong in courts. 

9) TDT?  That makes a lot of sense… tourism is a draw enough.  We have a lot going on here.  

I think it is a matter of priorities…. If IRL needs to fix septic tanks that should be priority.    
No, thinks makes more sense to spend on infrastructure rather than more tourists.  I go to 
orlando plenty of tourists, don’t think we worry about that. 


10) Judge success if elected?   Get music and arts in each school.   If kids had productive 
outlets in their schools less prone to arts of violence and depression.  Should give them a 
reason to pay attention in class.   I wouldn’t try to pass a bill or anything.   I would take 
salary and just buy instruments from pawn shops and get music and arts in every school in 
my district.   Fix updating school construction to make schools more safe. Limit entrances.  
Possibly increase teachers wages.  


1) Have you thought about running for school board?   My first time running interested 
in history and I’m at an age to try and make a difference. I don’t have all answers 
but have smart friends who know more than me.  From what I understand of 
politics, ned someone up front to present themself.   From what I’ve seen you don’t 
ned to have any experience to be in politics… . I’ve spent my whole life meeting 



people and performing.   I talk to people.. get to know them.  I feel like I connect 
well with people and that is a lot of what this job is.  I know there are things behind 
closed doors, and your just the guy in front of the camera explaining it.  I think my 
generation and culture want to be more engaged and how they can make a 
difference. Will vote… will turn out…  I think I will be more relatable to them and give 
them someone to vote for, and at very least motivate them to register to vote.  


11) Leadership -  important because I am new to this.  I would learn from them.   From drama 
shows and what I’ve seen it is all designed to be confusing and make you support things 
you wouldn’t want to.  I have friends knowledgable in politics and law and have crack team 
to help decipher what it all means. 


12) Have you researched yourself - I have before and know what would be used against me.  I 
know and think some of it would probably help.  Nothing used against me I couldn’t spin in 
to a positive light, as I’ve used them to make positive changes and learn form them. 


13) Committees? interest?   School board/education - primary concern. Along with trying to get 
music and arts and extracurricular activities in place.  


14) Weight local v state needs.    As representative of district, local needs a little bit higher than 
the state.   Keep that priority at all times.   I have been all over Florida, and understand 
what places doing well and where needs help. 


15) 10 years critical needs:  Clean water, climate change, will put people out of house and out 
of job.  In Miami already a problem, and seeing rising surges.  Being able to really talk 
about it, Embracing it and do something about it.   And safety of children… that is more 
important of anything else we could discuss. 


16) Where do you get your news - own research on google news, daily show and Colbert and 
then do my own research on what they are talking about. 


17) What is your path to victory?  doors money?    I need to get $1100 to get on ballot.  I am 
over halfway there.  My treasurer running that.   I have another 20-30 days, and am 
confident I’ll be able to do that.  People support me with gas money when on tour so think 
they will be willing to support this effort.  After getting on theballot… since NPA… will come 
down to me and D and R and trying to get out there and make a difference.  I don’t see 
point of electing another person who has already been in office.  I used to live in cocoa and 
its not doing so great. Thats not a positive background.  Have someone not done it before 
to bring change.  


18) Civic groups supporting?   I haven’t looked into it, but would love to know if you have 
suggestions.  


19) Will keep working doing music and campaigning.  Have to do both.  Can’t fake that and it is 
humanizing quality for me. 



